
From: cailey bennett <caileyelizabeth@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 1:42 PM 
To: Ann Yang <anny@hermosabeach.gov> 
Subject: Small business rent  

Hi anny ,  
My name is Cailey Braunecker and I am a hair stylist at 505 salon on pier avenue in Hermosa beach . I am 
a renter at the salon and due to everything have been out of work for over a week now . My husband is 
in the service industry as well and has not been able to work so we both have been out of income and 
not sure when we will be able to work again along with millions of people in the world right now . The 
owners of the salon have reached out to the landlord but apparently he isn’t willing to budge on rent . It 
is extremely disheartening to hear that during such a difficult time for all of us somebody is more 
concerned about benefiting financially . We are a small,  tight community here in Hermosa beach that is 
very much majority small business’s . We look to each other for support and that is what we need to do 
in a time like this . I hope that we can work together and not against in what may be one of the worst 
times and come out on top so we can get back to business as soon as this is over . So if there is a way to 
stop landlords from charging rent during this period you have my absolute vote.  Thank you very much 
for your time .  
Best  
Cailey Braunecker  
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